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GERTRUDE WELKER
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TORIES, essays, anything,
To The Focus she can bring.
Her editorials the very best.
We turn to read with greatest zest.
Correcting proof by word and sign.
And poetry, too, are in her line.
Simplified spelling did you say?
Gert's the one who led the way.
But now her Focus work is o'er.
And soon she'l be with us no more.
She has our love and gratitude.
We wish success to our Gertrude.
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Mary Belle Frantz
HE FROST had cast a sparkling net
O'er the pure mantle of the sno;
The sky bent down to sho his hue
Of deepest, fairest, purest blu.
Seen with the white belo.
With gladdend hart I hurried out
Into the stil, soft world.
The snofiakes danst in elfish glee
—
Around and 'round they whirld.
All of a sudden heard I near
A lovely, thrilling song
—
A dainty, fairy melody;
It could not last for long.
I lookt in haste to one bare tree,
And, ah! I see him now!
A wondrus crimson cardinal
Atilt on topmost bough.
O! see my lovely Valentine!
'Tis Mother Nature's way
To send to us her greetings
On this, love's holiday.
The lovely sno, the paper white;
The lacy frost, with fretwork rare,
Edged all the pretty picture round
With sparkling jewels fair.
The little bird, the hart of flame.
Sings forth his rapturus lay,
Of love from good St. Valentine
On this, his festal day.
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Jane C. Slaughter
^^^:^HE VOTE which gave to Washington the presi-
^ j dency was not more unanimus than that which
^^^^/ gave him the meed of greatness which he so richly
deservs.
All cuntries and all nations hav unhesitatingly given
him this crown of greatness. Both the First Napoleon
and that renownd old warrior, Frederick the Great, attested
his valor and his patriotism. A trip to the top of the
Washington monument and a glance at the blocks sent by
all the nations of the world sho what the nations think of
him.
China, the oldest of the cuntries, has presented a block
unique beyond uniqueness, with an inscription, which
says, "Can any man of ancient or modern times fail to
pronounce Washington peerless?" Greece, the land of
heroes, sent to his monument a precius gem from the
Temple of Minerva on the Acropolis, thus inscribed,
"The land of Solon, Themistocles and Pericles, the mother
of ancient liberty, sends this antique stone, a testimony
of honor and admiration from the Parthenon." Lord
Brougham said of him, "Washington was the greatest
man of this, or any age."
These ar only a tithe of the testimonies to his greatness,
and yet, strange to relate, there ar those who would not
attribute to this pre-eminently great man, the true cause,
the bed-rock on which his greatness rested—his Christian
faith!
Not faith like that of Timoleon in the fickle goddess
Fortune, or like that of Mohammed in fixed fate, nor like
that of Napoleon in his star, but "faith in a personal God
who created the heavens and the earth," and whose instru-
ment he believd himself to be.
In that day the colony of Virginia was under the juris-
diction of th^ Bishop of London and had no bishop of her
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own, so it is very possible that Washington may never hav
been confirmd, tho we kno him to hav been duly baptized.
It has been said that behind every great man stands a
great woman—his mother, and behind this man, Washing-
ton, stood a singularly devout and Christian mother who
traind him in both the love and fear of God.
He was the son, too, of a father who, a man of sense,
took especial pains to train his son, both by precept and
example, in moral habits and to teach him religius princi-
ples, and that an all-seeing "Providence, not chance, ruled
in Nature!"
The First Napoleon said, "The future of a child is the
work of its mother," and we kno that Mary, the mother
of Washington, "laid the foundations of his character with
stones from the brook that flowed fast by the oracles of
God," so that later Gladstone could testify of him, "He
is the greatest figure in history."
One of the earliest illustrations of the impress made
upon his mind by these home teachings is found in some rules
of conduct laid down by Washington himself and which, in
his own hand-riting, ar stil extant: "When you speak of
God, or of His attributes, let it be seriously with reverence."
"Labor to keep alive in the heart that spark of celestial
fire called conscience." "Honour and obey your parents
whatever may be your condition."
The fiber of the mind groes upon what it feeds, and we
kno that the books a man habitually reads, sho, as nothing
else does, the bent of his mind and morals as wel as being
the most powerful factors in developing that bent;
and of Washington we learn that beside the Bible and the
Episcopal Book of Common Prayer, he ownd and had red
with his mother, "Discourses upon the Common Prayer,"
and Sir Matthew Hale's "Contemplations, Moral and
Divine," a copy of the latter of which is stil preservd at
Mount Vernon and bears the marks of diligent reading.
The old story of the Quaker who heard Washington
praying alone in the woods before one of his decisiv bat-
tles, and who assured his wife that the Lord would cer-
tainly hear such fervent prayers, and that he knew Wash-
ington must be victorius, is familiar to many of us,
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"Prayer is the Soul's sincere desire, the Christian's
vital breath," and that Washington was habitually a man
of intense prayer is attested by many, among them his
frend, William Fairfax, who rote thus to him while on his
embassy to the French and Indians in the Northwest.
"I will not doubt your having public prayer in camp,
especially when the Indians are present."
Washington, we find, had a sharp controversy with
Governor Dinwiddie, occasiond by the latter's delay in
sending him a chaplain. In the absence of a chaplain he
himself conducted prayers at Fort Necessity at the Great
Meadows, and in the Alleghanies. This is attested by
his aid, Colonel Temple.
"The figure of Washington reading by torchlight the
burial servis of that staunch old warrior, General Brad-
dock, stands out picturesquely before my mind's eye; and
in riting of the battle in which the latter was kild he at-
tributes his own personal safety to the "all powerful dis-
pensations of Providence"—a dispensation which we
recall was noted by the Indian chief who, having faild
to strike the "pale-face on the horse," concluded that the
"Great Father" had him in his keeping, and desisted his
vain attempts to bring him down.
In 1774 the House of Burgesses, of which he was a mem-
ber, appointed a day of fasting and of prayer, and we find
on that date this entry in Washington's private diary,
"Went to church and fasted all day." By the faithful
witness of the same diary we find him a regular attendant
on church while in Philadelphia.
On taking command of the army in 1775 he issued an
order requiring of "all officers and soldiers punctual attend-
ance on divine service to implore the blessing of heaven
on the means used for our safety and defence."
Who that has ever red Washington's letters to his mother
and to Generals Nelson and Armstrong after the battle
of Monmouth could dout his abiding faith in an over-
ruling Providence?
If this wer not convincing, what of his order to the chap-
lains of his army after Newburg, or his letter to the gov-
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ernors of the states, or his farewel address to the army,
Nov. 3, 1783? when he givs them his benediction and in-
vokes heven's choicest favors upon them, both here and
hereafter.
In an old, old church in Alexandria, Virginia, Washing-
ton's pew, with its faded crimson cushions, is stil to be seen
;
and v/e ar told by those who knew that he was a regular
attendant and faithful communicant in this church. We
ar told also that Washington, while in Philadelphia, com-
muned both with the Presbyterians and the Episcopalians.
Seeing that the Christianity of Washington is "set about
with so great a cloud of witnesses" let us not in this after
time deny to this "peerless man, this unblemished gentle-
man" that he was a soldier of the Great Captain, Christ,
but with his comrade in arms. Light Horse Harry Lee, let us
say of him, "Washington was first in peace, first in war,
first in the hearts of his countrymen—sincere, humane,
pious," and remember also the words of Washington's
divine Master, who has said, "By their fruits ye shall know
them."—And Washington's fruits endure.
THE FOCUS
Mabel Justice
^'y^u/HE WHOLE sweet round of littles that large
^ j life compound," writes Sidney Lanier in that
^^^^ beautiful lyric, "My Springs." We cannot
judge a man by the big events in his life. The
world in general knoes only the outside of affairs and usually
bases its opinion on that. But to kno the real man we
must go deeper. In the "sweet round of littles," we can
learn his tastes, ambitions and caracter as we can learn
them nowhere else. The life of Sidney Lanier is ful of
these little things.
A long line of gentle ancestors had prepared the way for
him. Lanier was interested in genealogy and in early life
spent much time in learning of his kinsfolk. In later
years, to his great delight, he came acros, in the Peabody
Library in Baltimore, a ful account of the Lanier family
in England. He found that nearly all of his ancestors had
been either artists or musicians, and had stood high in
royal favor. Lanier liked to think that his musical talent
had come to him thru heredity, and this made him
think that if a man specialized along any particular line
there would be a tendency toward this same thing among
his descendants.
One of the most beautiful things in the life of Lanier was
his ideal relationship with his brother and sister, especially
with his brother. All thru life their love endured
—
thru boyhood, thru the war, thru their literary careers, to
the end. Their boyhood days wer a long dream of happi-
ness. Sidney Lanier rites, "Our Saturdays were spent
in the boys' hunting fields—happy hunting grounds re-
dolent of hickory nuts, scalybarks, and rose-blushing,
luscious, haw apples Into these woods, across the
marsh, we plunged every available Saturday for a day
among doves, blackbirds, robins, plovers, snipes, and rab-
bits."
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He alludes to his sister, Gertrude, as his "vestal sister,
who had more perfectly than any star or any dream" repre-
sented to him "the simple majesty and serene purity of
the winged folk up yonder." Indeed, he seemd to be
fully alive to every human tie and all his relations wer
near and dear to him. He livd with them in their joys
and sorroes, and in every way shared their interests.
As Lanier grew up, he was fild with dreams of music
and poetry, but these wer rudely shatterd by the guns of
war. He servd faithfully during the four years of the
conflict, having his helth almost totally destroyd by im-
prisonment at Point Lookout. In the war his devotion
to his brother asserted itself, and it is said that he refused
promotion several times to remain with him. Dr. Mims
says of him, "One scarcely knows which to admire most
—
the soldier, brave and knightly; the poet, preparing his
wings for a flight; or the musician, inspiriting his fellow
soldiers in camp or in prison." After the war Lanier was
completely impoverisht, but, tho broken in helth, he strug-
gled on as only the bravest can. It was during this time
that Simms visited him and reported his supplies to be
"a box of hard tack, two sides of bacon, a forescore, more or
less, of smoked herring, a frying pan, and a gridiron."
His riting desk consisted of a carpenter's work-bench,
and at this crude substitute he endevord to earn his scanty
living as a magazine riter.
The true romance of Lanier's life came in 1867, when he
married Miss Mary Day. "Not even the wide-mouthed,
villainous-nosed, tallow-faced drudgeries of my eighty-fold
life," he rote his father, "can squeeze the sentiment out
of me." This was tru. Both of the young people wer
poor, but their great love for each other overcame every-
thing else. With his marriage Lanier came into one of the
greatest blessings of his life. That he fully realized this
is shown in the two lines of "My Springs:"
"I marvel that God made you mine.
For when he frowns, 'tis then ye shine."
The entire poem reveals the meaning of "love" in his
life, and the truth of this assertion: "When Hfe's all love,
'tis life; aught else, 'tis naught."
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There was about Lanier a kind of personal magnetism,
No dout this was the reason for his extraordinary power
of making and keeping frends. People not only reverenst
him because of music or poetry but they seemd bound to
him by the strongest personal ties. He seemd to under-
stand everyone he met, and to be able to draw out the
best that was in them. One of his frends speaks of "his
winning tenderness with souls perplexed," "his eagerness
for lofty converse," "his oneness with all master minds,"
"his thirst for love," "his gratitude for that the Lord had
made the earth so good." Perhaps, too, a cause for his
popularity was his exceedingly optimistic nature. Another
frend says of him, "I have heard a lady say that if he took
his place in a crowded street car, an exhilarating atmosphere
seemed to be introduced by his breezy ways. He always
preserved his sweetness of disposition, his cheerfulness, his
courtesy, his industry, his hope, his ambition. . . . Like
a true knight-errant, never disheartened by difficulty, never
despondent in the face of dangers, always brave, full of
resources, confident of ultimate triumph."
Another great influence in Lanier's life was his love of
Nature. Thru boyhood and on thru life this love was
clearly shown. With the trees, the medoes, the marshes,
the sky as companions he was happy. To him they wer
brothers and he lovd them as such. A few weeks before
his deth he rote to a frend, "Give my love to the chestnut
trees and all the rest of your family." In the "Marshes
of Glynn" we can appreciate more fully than anywhere else
the harmony between Lanier and Nature—and always the
God behind Nature.
All his life Lanier had to battle against disease. He
folloed faithfully his advice to consumptivs, "set out to
get well, with the thorough assurance that consumption is
curable," but in vain. In 1881 his helth was so poor that
he was forst to retire to the mountains of North Carolina.
Dr. Mims says, "The last months of Lanier's career seemed
to bring together all the threads of his life. He was in
the mountains that had first stimulated his love for Nature
and were the background of his early romance. He was
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lovingly attended by father, brother, wife, and took con-
stant delight in the little boy who had come to cheer up
his last days of weariness and sickness."
On September 7, this soul, strong in confidence and faith,
past into the presence of its Maker. The closing lines of
"Sunrise" express more perfectly than anything else Lanier's
ideas of deth:
"And ever my heart through the night shall with know-
ledge abide thee,
And ever by day shall my spirit as one that hath tried
thee.
Labor, at leisure in art—till yonder beside thee
My soul shall float, friend sun, the day being done."
THE FOCUS 11
E\\n fflall
G. M. W.
^^^E^HE CITY—the great, wonderful, beautiful city
^
J
that was going to mean so much, that was going
^^^^ to change so much in his life! It loomd up be-
fore him suddenly as he turnd a bend in the
road, and his hart throbd to the beat of the city's pulse
—
to its murmur and noise and clamor. He quickend his
steps; he was almost there. He would meet people, men,
women ; he would hav a place in the great scheme of things.
Oh, it was going to be so wonderful, so different from any-
thing he had ever known. Reluctantly his thots traveld
back to the peaceful little vally with the protecting moun-
tains all around. He saw the outlines of the dark pine
forests against the crimson sunset glo ; he heard the call of
birds, and insects, and the far-off tinkle of a cow-bel as
its owner led the herd home to the barn. He saw the little
cottage almost hidden under the great oak tree. Ah, it
was up in the old oak that he had first dreamd of the city.
He rememberd he had climbed to the very top that day,
and his eyes had sought to pierce thru the veil of mist that
hid the city from them, and he had said then that some
day—
.
His tired eyes brightend as he drew nearer and enterd
the broad streets; they opend wide with the wonder of a
little child. And it was all going to be a part of his life
this great city that men had made.
He pusht his way eagerly thru the hurrying, thronging
crowds. Ah, here was companionship, brotherhood, good
felloship. Why, he could tuch dozens of people as they
pusht by. It was life, and he wanted to liv.
He found cheap lodgings for the night, and started out
to see the city. In the kind, cheerful light of electric
lamps it lookt bright and happy and wonderful. He stopt
in front of a large store windo, attracted by the assortment
of the many, many things he had never seen before. It
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held him spelbound. He dreamd dreams of the day
when he should go back to the little vally, and take the
home people some of all of these things. He lookt up, and
the smile suddenly faded from his lips. He was looking
above and beyond the glittering baubles in the windo. He
saw the tired, drooping shoulders of the shop-girl, the
weary Hnes about her lips and the pitiful thinness of her
body. He watcht her patient attendance on exacting,
impatient customers, and he thot of his own little sisters,
laffing and romping and playing in the sunshine and fresh
air. An ake came into his hart and he turnd away. It
was not all wonderful and beautiful, but this was only one
thing. For the others, it was the City of Success.
"Buy a paper, mister?" said a voice that seemd to come
from the sidewalk under his feet. He lookt down and saw
a tiny newsboy, with his load of papers under his arm. He
was very small, but in one hand, between his fingers, he
held a lighted cigaret, and his brown eyes wer alight with
the shrewdness and cunning of a city street-boy. He
grabbed the money held out to him and was off thru the
crowd in a twinkling, calling to a "pal" as he past, "Gee,
ain't he a rube?"
"The rube" started on again, his mind busy with thoughts
of his little brother, with his wide-open, frank blu eyes,
and his gentle, affectionate nature. The lights wer a
little les bright now, and the crowds a little les gay, and
the ake in his hart a little deeper as he walkt. But stil
there was hope and wonder in his eyes. He stopt op-
posit a large, dark bilding, and as he lookt the doors flu
open and men, women, and
—
yes, little children, came
pouring out. He watcht them as they past thru the gates
and scatterd in different directions. Some of them pusht
close to him as they past, and he saw their pale, thin faces,
and great, hungry eyes. Who wer they? He had heard
of city factories, but he had thought of them as great ma-
chines. Then it dawnd upon him that they wer machines
—fed with human lives.
His hed was bowd as he walkt on. At a tuch on his sleeve
he turnd, and lookt into the eyes of a woman. He saw
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her painted lips, her flashing, sparkling eyes, her rouged
cheeks and the gaudy dres. He drew his arm away quickly
and turnd back. His face burnd at her scornful laf, but
he held his hed erect as he walkt back to his lodgings.
The veil of dreams was torn from his eyes. He saw be-
neath the glitter and glamor the mockery of it all. He
saw tired business men, broken in the prime of life; faded
women, thin, stunted children; he saw Self and Greed and
Poverty.
When he reacht his lodgings he climbed the five flights
of dark stairs to his room, and sat down before the one
open windo. From here he could look up into the sky and
let his tired eyes wander among the countless stars. Ah,
they reminded him of home. A gentle breeze floated
over the tops of the tall buildings—that too was like home.
But the City of Promise! With a cry he got up, grabbed
his hat, and hurried down the dark stairs to the street.
His step grew light and his hart sang. He breathed deeply,
strongly, as with shoulders squared he made his way from
the great city. And all thru the calm and hush of the spring
night he walkt, until, with the coming of the morning,
he reacht the little vally—the vally that God had made.
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Temple Snelling
HEN, like the paupa bird of Paradise,
With wings outstretcht the sun alit to rest,
The chil, raw wind soon ceast its doleful cries
And left the aged oak a-trembling o'er the crest
Of a grey and jagged clif in outline cold.
From long and twisted branches hevenward raised
There hung great nots of bearded, stifling mold,
The fethery clouds above recald past days
—
Days when the sap had run in his big hart,
And buds that came to smile upon the world
Enticed a graceful vine to become a part
Of him, and long rem.ain in close embrace enfurld.
In summer birds had nested there with joy.
From howling storms the homeless sought his brest;
The winds oft bowd him down in frolics coy,
With aking feet the pilgrim came for rest.
His kindly hart oft housed the busy bee;
The hooting owl would come when all was stil
;
Leaves rustled lo in softest melody
And gently sifted down o'er vale and hil.
With sparkling sno the aged oak was spred;
And where the vine had placed a lasting seal.
Deep, great scars of dazzling whiteness led
To lims toward heven raised in mute appeal.
As greyness crept with stelth o'er all the sky.
The quivering tree was brought to view itself,
As now it stood, with loosening roots raised high
Above nutritius earth's great source of welth.
With one long tremor in his calm, new found,
He exulted that the lately stilled storm
Had not uprooted him. Then darkness 'round
Soon spred, enveloping his form.
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Marcella Barnes
aNTIL RECENT YEARS the expression "short
story" has been undergoing a change of meaning.
Some thought it a story merely short, while others
said it was only a novel. Brander Matthews
thinks he himself was the first to assert that the short story
differd from the novel essentially and not in the matter of
length. He says, "No one has ever succeeded as a writer
of short stories who had not ingenuity, originality, and
compression; and most of those who have succeeded in
this line had also the touch of fantasy." Poe presents his
formula for the short story thus: "A skilful artist has con-
structed a tale. If wise, he has not fashioned his thoughts
to accommodate his incidents; but having conceived, with
deliberate care, a certain unique or single effect to be
wrought out, he then invents such incidents—he then com-
bines such events—as may best aid him in establishing
the preconceived effect. If his very initial sentence tend
not to the outbringing of this effect, then he has failed in
his first step. In the whole composition there should be
no word written of which the tendency, direct or indirect,
is not to the one pre-established design. And by such
means, with such care and skill, a picture is at length painted
which leaves in the mind of him who contemplates it with
a kindred art, a sense of the fullest satisfaction. The idea
of the tale has been presented unblemished because undis-
turbed; and this is an end unattainable by the novel."
The riters who hav done the most in giving the short
story its rank in America ar, in cronological order, Irving,
Poe, Hawthorne, and Bret Harte. Up to a very late date
these cald their brief narrativs "tales" or "sketches."
They rote two different types, one type being the brief,
compact, intense, and highly unified story as designated
by Poe and Bret Harte; and the other, the looser and more
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leisurely story as ritten by Irving and not infrequently by
Hawthorne.
Washington Irving is cald the pioneer of the short story,
because he was the first riter to introduce that type of
literature into America. His Sketch Book is the beginning
of what has been perfected by Hawthorne, Poe, Bret Harte,
and others. It has been said that in the "Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" and "Rip Van Winkle" he made a beginning of
a distinctiv type of short story, the short story of local
color. Tho "Rip Van Winkle" is cald a caracter sketch, it is
more than that. It is a short story in its narrativ contin-
uity, in its interweaving of caracter with incident, and in
its stedy progress toward the act of unraveling a plot. As
said before, Irving's sketches ar loose and leisurely stories,
the main thing being to giv some picture of a region in
which an event happend.
Edgar Allen Poe was the next to appear as a great short
story riter. He rote two types of stories, one being those
that proceed to a climax and appeal to our feeling for unity
and harmony as in "Berenice." The other type ar those
stories divided into two equal sections, the first half giving
the result and the last half explaining how it happens. Under
the latter type ar clast the detectiv stories of which Poe
is considerd the founder. His first masterpiece of the
second clas is "The Murders in the Rue Morgue." Some-
one has said, "Poe's story moves to its conclusion as un-
deviatingly as a bullet to its target." There is one impres-
sion produced, and every incident, every explanation,
every sentence, every word contributes directly to the end.
A "Poe" story has economy of language and space, has
compression and unity, totality of effect and ends with a
climax.
Nathaniel Hawthorne's stories differ from Poe's. They
hav greater looseness of structure, lack unity and totality
of effect, hav first an introduction, bits of description
scatterd along, and sometimes a climax at the end. There
is a moral element in Hawthorne's which is lacking in
Poe's. This may be seen plainly in the "Ambitious Guest."
The theme is not allowd to suggest itself but is introduced
into the conversations of the caracters. Even the children
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who had been put to bed in another room "seemed to have
caught the infection from the fireside circle, and were out-
crying each other in wild wishes and childish projects of
what they would do when they came to be men and women."
Hawthorne is not content with this but ads a few comments
at the end as would be done in a formal sermon: "Woe
for the high-sould youth with his dream of earthly immor-
tality. His name and person utterly unknown; his history,
his way of life, his plans, a mystery never to be solved, his
death and his existence equally a doubt!" The greatest
and most frequent fault in Hawthorne's short stories is
that he sketches the entire plot in the first paragraph.
Poe leaves the reader in suspense until the end. The story
"Wakefield" is said to resemble Greek tragedies, in which
the audience knew beforehand what would happen, but
wer interested none the les. Hawthorne has a great deal
of originality, imagination, and pureness of style. His
works hav much of the caracter of Irving with more origin-
ality and les finish.
Francis Bret Harte resembles Poe in the structure of his
stories more than any other of Poe's successors; but while
Poe's stories ar imaginativ and fanciful, Bret Harte's ar
chiefly pictures of American life portraying to us the habits
and customs of the West, a theme which no other American
short-story riter had tucht on before. When Bret Harte
takes his pen, the life of the mining camp stands before us
in bold outline. In the story, "How Santa Came to Simp-
son's Bar," he speaks of a dirty little boy with "fever and
chilblains and roomatiz." He tels how the little boy gets
out of bed to sho to the ruf men, who ar his visitors, a hos-
pitality which is genuin if somewhat soild, and how the
rufest of the men gallops over mountains and thru swollen
rivers to find some toy-shop because he has heard the sick
child asking what "Chrismiss" is, and the question has
tucht some childhood memories of his own. Bret Harte's
method is to sho that those whom society treats as outcasts
hav some redeeming virtue. He sought to prove that a
defect,
"Like the toad, ugly and venomous.
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head."
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To the stories of Bret Harte we owe the immediate
recognition that the American short story has had at home
and abroad. Had he ritten nothing else his fame would
be secure.
The four riters discust ar the best representativs of
the American short story but there ar many other riters
of that type of literature. Our short-story riters hav done
more than the poets to sho the variety in unity and the
unity in variety that hav always been caracteristic of
American life. They hav enabled the different sections
to kno each other, and with wider knoledge there hav
come a better understanding and a more intelligent sym-
pathy. With its simple aim, its determination to make
every word count toward that aim, its rigid economy of
materials, its sure and rapid progres, the short story has
proved most acceptable to our time-saving and swiftly
moving nation.
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EAR PHIL:
I wil await you tonight at my offis. Please
come. Yours,
Harry.
This was the note I found on my desk on returning from
work. It set me to thinking as to the cause of this meeting,
but finding no plausible solution I gave it up and waited
patiently for the evening.
All day long the clouds coverd the sky and threatend
a downpour. Everything lookt miserable and dejected,
and the people hurried by nervusly and impatiently.
Finally the day past and the fading light reminded me of
my requested visit.
It was not yet dark when I reacht Harry's offis. He
opend the door and invited me in. When we wer seated
I notist that he lookt pale. Tho I always knew him to be ful
of fun and optimism, he appeared gloomy and sad. He
sat in his big arm chair and smoked his beloved pipe. A
terrible quietude surrounded us. Darkness was slipping
into the room and the clouds outside gatherd thicker and
thicker, obstructing the little light that the sun had left.
The last faint rays breaking thru the clouds occasionally
appeard on the wall of the room, but wer gone before the
eye could observ them wel. Soon every ray was gon,
and all was stil and gloomy. The very atmosfere seemd
perplexing and cald forth sad thots. I sat wondering what
Harry wanted me for, but his look and manner forbad
my asking.
Finally he broke the oppressiv silence and began, "For
a long time I hav wisht to talk with you, Phil, but some-
thing always hinderd me from doing so. Tonight, when
the memories of the past ar again so fresh and vivid in my
mind, let me tel you of my sorro and grief, which so com-
pletely undermine my helth, energy and ambition and ruin
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my work. You hav never thought that I, Harry, happy
and gay, hav something on my mind which makes me
hopelessly miserable; but I hav. It is of this that I wish
to tel you, Phil. It is my sorroful past that I shal relate
to you.
"No, do not light the lamp; let us spend the time in dark-
ness—it relieves me somewhat of my grief with its soothing
bhadoes.
"Nine years ago today I was the happiest man in the
world. It is a day of memories that always folio me.
Nine years ago today I met my first love, It was a beauti-
ful summer evening when I first saw her in the garden.
The setting sun thru rays of brilliant colors against the
sky and gilded the edges of the clouds. The trees stood
idly in their green dresses, and whisperd to each other,
glorifying the serenity and beauty of the evening. We
wer sitting beneath an old oak, that had no dout witnest
many similar scenes—a silent witness which might tel
endless stories of love, happiness and disappointment.
That night the ancient guardian added another chapter
to its thousand and one. It was a new story of an old
theme."
Here Harry arose from his chair and threw himself
upon a lounge. He talkt on as if to himself, unmindful
of my presence.
"Shal I ever forget the girl's face of perfect beauty?"
he went on. "Shal I ever forget the light of those deep,
serius eyes? Never outside of heven shal I see such a
face. In it was all that could be hevenly in a thing of
earth, and all that could be earthly in a thing of heven.
And I, yung as I was at the time, was the happy man to
win her love. I told her of my plans, of what great deeds
I expected to do. I told her of my decision to study medi-
cin and my determination to become an earnest and use-
ful instructor. I told her of the great social position I
should attain and that all this would be due to having her
with me; that she would be the source of my success. I
talkt of my admiration and love for her, of how little the
world would mean to me if she should break her word.
§he was quiet and thoughtful. The soft breezes blu,
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rustling the leaves of the oak ; and in their murmur it seemd
as if the leaves, familiar with all kinds of love tunes, cau-
tiond the girl, told her to be deliberate and careful, but
my love was pure and honest. It was strong, and Cupid
won. Happy and gay we left the garden ful of hope.
"Two years past since the first memorable evening. I
was a student in one of the leading medical scools. People
said it was thru my modesty and politeness that I won the
frendship of everyone. But love for her made me love
the world. I carried off the honors in scool. My position
as the son of a prominent lawyer enabled me to enter society,
and I was happy, thinking that I was on my way to the
realization of my dreams. I ever rememberd that there
was someone carefully and lovingly watching my progress.
My home was the center of my ambition and desires and
she the inspiration. More than ever I resolvd to go to
the end, to deserv the love of the fairest of all.
"Two more years past and I found myself an M. D.
We spent many more happy days 'neath the old oak tree,
planning our future life. The evenings wer glorius and
beautiful; the old witness stood silently enjoying our hap-
piness.
"A few more years past. I was promoted to the posi-
tion of chief surgeon of our city hospital. Everything was
peaceful and bright, and I was impatiently waiting or the
moment when I should be able to lead my beloved to the
altar."
Here Harry stopt and, rising, approacht the windo and
pressing his forehead against the cool glas lookt out into
darkness of the night.
"Up to this time," he continued, "I was happy, ful of
energy, and enthusiasm, but Providence destind it to be
different, and here I am, a reck, worthless to my profession.
"This is the last and most terrible chapter in my history.
The victims of an awful railroad reck wer brot to our hos-
pital and I was summoned to examin them. The last I
came to was a yung woman. As I bent over her she utterd
a terrible cry, caut my hand and dru me to her. I thot
she was delirius and tried to calm her. I lookt into her
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face and saw—Oh God! I see her again. Why did it
hav to be so?"
With a shudder he composed himself. "Everything
grew dim; something prest my chest; I could not speak.
I could do nothing for her. No one could. Neeling
there beside her, Phil, I saw her die.
"With her deth, Phil, I lost everything, and can not re-
cover. She was the source of my life, energy, and love of
medicin. I lost her, and together with her I lost all that
was worthy in me. I feel that I must leave these places
which ar so ful of painful recollections. I felt, however
that I must tel you before I go, and this is why I hav cald
you here tonight. You hav come; you hav helpt to lighten
my burdens, and I am very thankful to you for it."
Harry finisht and again thru himself upon the lounge.
The rain fel stedily upon the pavement; the lightning often
fiasht acros the sky; and it seemd that everything combined
to mourn the unfortunate deth of Harry's first and only
love, and of his once brilliant career.
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'IDNIGHT at Hamilton College. Thru clouds
the moon shone in Tessa Harmon's windo.
The curtains swayd back and forth in gostly
fashion. A shril wind whistled thru the trees
on the campus. Within the room all was quiet. Sud-
denly one of the sleeping girls awoke with a shiver, as if
an icy hand had gript her. Tessa sat up in bed and glanst
apprehensivly about the room. What was it that had
frightend her? Was there some remote, elusiv idea or
word that would giv her the clu to this sensation of dred?
Home! that was it. There was something the matter at
home. What could it be? Fear took possession of her;
fear for the mother and sister from whom she was separated.
Something was rong at that old home of hers.
No, she was letting her imagination overcome her reason.
She would go to sleep. But she could not sleep. She
would get up awhile and shake this awful sensation from her.
She stood by the windo and lookt out. There was
nothing between it and the big iron gate at the end of the
drive except the trees with their swaying branches. Their
shadoes wer holding a gloomy gost dance upon the campus.
She turnd on the light and tried to read; but mother's
face would come between her and the page, or Ellen's
voice would banish all thoughts of the story. Thank
goodness, tomorro would be Friday, and they would send
for her to make the week-end visit, but the five-mile drive
would certainly seem a jurny.
The night wore on. The shadoes kept up their fantastic
dances, the moon shone intermittently, the mournful wail
of the wind never ceast. Thru the long hours, the girl
kept watch as if trying to pierce the gloomy distance be-
tween her and the beautiful cuntry home.
"Mother, you and Ellen must not go home this afternoon.
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Stay with us tonight. I do not feel right about letting
you leave."
"Why, Ann, what's the matter? We'v staid there ever
since your father died and we ar not afraid. Mr. White
sleeps in the old bilding at the back of the house, and you
kno what a faithful overseer he is. We never feel one bit
afraid with such a trustworthy person within easy calling
distance."
"I suppose it's foolish for me to feel so frightend about
you and Ellen, but I can't help it. I'm glad Tessa comes
home tomorro, if only for a few days. Here, Ellen, take
this pistol. V\ feel better if you hav it."
"Pshaw, Mr. White has a pistol. We don't need one,
but ri take it since you'r so anxius."
All the way home, Mrs. Harmon and Ellen laft at Ann 's
nervusness. The drive was a beautiful one, thru long
stretches of woods with the sun shining down thru the trees.
They loved this cuntry around their old home. No place
in all Kentucky seemd so beautiful. Soon they came in
sight of the old home—a large, roomy, brick bilding with
the usual white pillars. So peaceful it lookt. Really, it
almost seemd a sacrilege to carry a pistol within the house.
Mrs. Harmon and Ellen sat up late that night, long after
the servants had retired to their quarters at a considerable
distance from the bilding. At about eleven o'clock they
went up to their room. Mrs. Harmon soon finisht her prep-
arations for the night's rest, but not so with Ellen. The
thousand and one things a girl must do before retiring wer
sloly gon thru with. Her mother was asleep before Ellen
had finisht giving her hair the necessary one hundred
brushes. When she laid down the brush, her fingers
toucht something hard and cold. It was the little pearl-
handled revolver that Ann had given her. Foolish of Ann.
Ann was always over-anxius. Of course, she'd never need
the thing; but if Ann felt better because she had it, she
was glad it was here. Ellen reacht for the light to put it
out, but paused a moment.
What was that? Voices? She was mistaken. It was
only the wind. No, there they wer again. Someone
must be in the large dining room right under them.
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She bent over her mother and tried to wake her, but Mrs.
Harmon was sleeping soundly and could not be easily
aroused. The voices belo continued—a low murmur of
voices and occasional hevy footfalls. Ellen was stil trying
ineffectually to rouse her mother, when there wer unmistak-
able footsteps on the stairs. Frantically, she shook Mrs.
Harmon, who at last sleepily opened her eyes and began
to listen to the frenzied appeals of her daughter.
"Oh, mother, wake up, quick! They'r coming up the
stairs! Mother, wake up!"
At last, Mrs. Harmon realized the situation. Quickly
she got up, but terror seized her. She could think of noth-
ing to do.
The footsteps went on down the hall, but Ellen knew they
would soon return. Then she rusht to the windo.
"Mr. White! Mr. White, come quick!"
"Yes, I hear you," came the anser from the bilding
where the overseer slept. "I'm coming."
Again the footsteps came nearer. What could be done
before the overseer could come to their assistance. Horrors!
They wer rattling the door nob—and now they wer giving
the door a vigorus shake. The door was old and loosely
hung and they would soon be able to force an entrance.
"Quick, Ellen! the pistol!" whisperd Mrs, Harmon,
Ann's pistol! In an instant Ellen had fired it. The two
had scarcely recoverd from the shock of its explosion when
they heard the intruders rush down the stairs, thru the long
hall and out the door at the front of the house, as Mr.
White came in thru the back.
It was late in the afternoon of the next day when Tessa
reacht home. Mrs. Harmon and Ellen wer on the veranda
discussing with Ann and her husband the events of the
night before. Tessa flew up the steps and was in her
mother's arms before the carriage horses had been turnd
toward the stable.
"Oh mother, when did all this happen?"
"Last night, my dear."
"But at what hour, mother?"
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"About midnight."
Twelv o'clock! That was the hour when danger had
hung over the two in their cuntry home, and at the same
time the shadoes danst their gost dance on the campus
and a college girl was awakend by an uncontrolable fear
for her loved ones five miles away.
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THE PROSPECT COSTS
{A Folk-Lore Story)
On the summit of a hil rising up from Great Creek stands
old Prospect church with its brick walls coverd with ivy
and its massiv steeple towering skyward. Here and there
ar great windoes peeping out from amidst the ivy, which
reflect the western sun in gloing colors. Around the lonely
churchyard ar scatterd gostly tombstones outlined against
the thick pine trees in the background, and on them ar a
few words and the names of those long ago departed.
Years ago there was a legend that this church was haunted,
for every night there could be seen lights thru the great
windoes and figures could be detected passing to and fro
before the windoes. Some nights sweet strains of music
wer heard accompanied by rythmic clapping and the sound
of feet against the floor, which signified that the gosts
wer having a dance.
People came from far and wide to witness the scene,
yet no one ventured near enuf to survey the inhabi-
tants of the church, servises wer no longer held, for the
minister and congregation wer afraid to venture near the
church for fear of some evil charm. Years past, and stil
the mystery continued.
There livd near the church two brothers, Joe and Sam
Sawyer. Sam had been a cripple for twenty years. Every
new day Sam and Joe grew more workt up over the mystery
of the church, and their curiosity combined with fear gru
more intense every day. One night when Joe came home
from work, Sam said, "Joe, I can not stand this gost
business any longer. I am going to solv this mystery
in some way. If you wil take me on your back and carry
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me over to the church, I wil find out concerning those
gosts and scatter them."
"Agreed, Sam," said Joe. "I wil take you."
Saying this, he raised Sam to his back, and they set out
toward Prospect church. Sam carried a big double-bar-
reld gun and his pockets ful of shels, so they started with
brave harts. The nearer they got to their destination
the more excited they became. Soon they wer in the church-
yard.
It happend that thieves campt about in the woods,
nearby, and at night they, with their famiUes, would take
refuge in the church, and would hav feasts and frequently
dances also. Now, this particular night they wer prepar-
ing for a revel, and had sent men out to steal sheep, calvs,
etc., for the feast. As Sam and Joe appeard in the church
yard, one of the thieves lookt out of the door to see if any
of the feast products wer in sight. When he saw Joe
with Sam on his back he was sure that it was one of the
thieves with a sheep, so he said, "Is it fat?"
Joe replied, "Fat or lean, you hav got to take it."
Poor Sam was so frightend that he jumpt down and
walkt, or rather ran, for the first time in twenty years.
He fairly flu home, but Joe staid and discoverd who the
"gosts" wer. He collected a crowd of men, and captured
all of the thieves before day.
Ever after this Joe was regarded as a hero. Old Prospect
church stands to this day, and the story of Joe is stil told
in connection with its crumbling walls.
—Jessie P. Dugger.
TO UNDERSTAND
"Hello, Louise! Come in and hav a seat." a voice
cald forth from behind a great pile of clothes in the corner
of the room.
"Wei, where on earth ar you, Jane. And pray,
what do you call yourself doing?" askt Louise, pushing
aside an armful of disarranged dresses and seating herself
on the edge of the bed.
"I'm hunting something for the Belgians."
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Jane was too industriusly engaged to raise her hed or she
would hav recognized her fatal mistake by the disgusted
smile that crept over her frend's face.
"Oh, my! and when did you become so inspired? All
I hear of is the Belgians."
This brought Jane to her feet. Banging the trunk to-
gether, she flopt down upon it rather querulusly and said,
"Louise Botts, what hav you done that you can lecture me
about 'inspiration' as you call it?"
"Don't get workt up, Jane. I'm just a little sore on the
subject. Some of the girls hav been telling me that they
ar disappointed at the poor response their clasmates hav
made to the call for assistance. They ar surprized too.
Surprized, mind you! Expect us girls to help those people
'way off yonder when we do not help those right around
us. Here ar people pleading for sympathy and under-
standing all about us. We don't notis them. How can
we truly feel for the Belgians?"
"Arn't you ashamed? Just because you find me trying
to do something of this kind, you do all you can to discourage
me." Whereupon Jane began to rummage among her
things discontentedly.
"I am not trying to discourage you, either. But tel me,
do you really think we feel for and sympathize with
the Belgians? I see no signs of it at any rate; unless it is
that the girls ar a little downcast from brooding over the
situation. In a way, perhaps, we do feel sympathetic,
but we do not feel deeply enuf to stir us on to action. If
we did, we would help those right—
"
"No! you do not feel or you would not sit there and criti-
cize us scool girls as you do. I believe I hav real sympa-
thy for the Belgians, or why should I be trying to help
them?"
"Perhaps you ar right. It sounds rather absurd, tho,
to say you can understand their needs and desire to help
them when you do not understand yourself or your next-
door neighbors." Louise heavd a sigh of relief.
"Wei, how many people around here do you kno and help,
is what I should like to kno?"
"That's just it. I hav done nothing in particular.
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Why havn't I? Why don't I help when I know there is
need of understanding and sympathy in every direction
I turn? If I walk out of this scool with the real desire to
help some one I kno I can do it. In fact I do not even
hav to leave scool."
Jane interrupted her, "Come, Louise, please do not
begin fussing with yourself again. Here ar some clothes
I never expect to wear. Let's see if what you say is so.
You may select what we ar to carry if you wil."
"How sweet of you, Jane. It is so cold. That long
blu overcoat would be sensible."
"Yes, it seems that it might be the very thing someone
would need."
The two girls left the scool silently, understandingly.
After walking several blocks in the bracing freshness of
the wind they came to a bridge and stopt for a moment to
look at the red banks of the stream being jaggedly upheavd
by the myriad fingers of Jack Frost.
A wail went up from a dingy shanty acros the street,
whereupon a negro girl before the door dropt an ax she held
raised in the air and ran thru the half open door. The
crying ceast. The girl reappeard with a bundle of rags
from which came stifled sobs. The two scool girls approacht
expectantly. Jane immediately askt, "Arn't you cold
without a coat on?"
"No'm, I's hot from choppin' wood."
Jane's face sank at once. Louise, however, seemd in-
terested.
"Do you take care of the family?" she questiond, as
three shining black faces wer jerkt back behind the oldest
negro's skirt.
"Yessum, I kinder keers for 'em while ma's away. On
Sunday she watches arter 'em whilst I goes wid my big
sister to church." The girl evidently liked being notist.
"Oh, you go to church then. Do you like to go?"
"Yessum, I does when I's got buful cloze to wear." For
a moment the gleaming face was downcast.
"A coat would cover your dresses. My frend here has
a nice coat she would like to sel."
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"I's gonta hav one like dat when I gits big nuf to work.
I isn't got but fifteen cents now." The two black eyes
gazed longingly at the bright blu coat.
Nudging Louise, Jane whisperd, "Let me giv it to her,"
Without heeding this, Louise announst, "That is just
what we wer going to sel if for—fifteen cents."
"Law, dat is just 'conomical. I kin let sister wear it to
work in de week and I kin wear it on Sunday. Dat'l
be my burfday present for her. You knoes de fifteen
cents was for her burfday present."
The negro ran into the house, deposited the baby in the
center of the bed with a tos, and extracted fifteen cents
from an old shoe hid under the coverings.
"Giv it to her," again protested Jane.
"No, V\ not pauperize her. We can bring something
else for her to giv her sister as a birthday present tho."
After delivering the cloak the two girls turnd joyfully
away. Jane exclaimd, "Louise, you'r a trump. Wasn't
it fine? Here is fifteen cents for the Belgians too and some-
thing to look forward to." —Temple Snelling.
THE MEETING
Sweet strains of music floated out into the calm, peaceful
summer night. The hils took up the strain and carried it
on and on until it reacht the ears of a lonely figure seated
on the steps of a rude cabin. Hearing the music, she raised
her hed and listend, catching every note until it gradually
died away. A sigh escaped the tired lips as she arose and
walkt sloly down the narro path with hands tightly claspt
and hed erect. Her eyes bore the expression of one in
deep thought. For a long time she strold aimlessly on.
The shril call of a whip-poor-wil in a tree near by brought
her back to her surroundings.
She turnd and started back from whence she had come,
but before she had taken many steps a tall, black figure
suddenly appeared in the path before her. A frightend
cry escaped her lips and she stood as one hypnotized, not
daring to move a muscle, with terror-stricken eyes glaring
upon the dark figure.
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The figure in black moved closer to her and laid a skinny
hand on her arm. "Don't be afraid," it said in a trembling
voice. "I'm only an old, harmless woman living in a little
hut in this big forest with no one to love or care for me."
The other woman was much relievd when the grasp upon
her arm was loosend to brush away a tear that stole down
the pale, bony cheek.
"I'm not afraid," she anserd nervusly, "but I was fright-
end at first because I hadn't expected to see anyone here
tonight."
"Why ar you out here alone this dark night?" the woman
in black askt.
"I was thinking of something else while stroling along,"
was the reply, "and didn't realize that I had come so far.'
"What wer you thinking of?" persisted the woman in
black.
"Oh, nothing! But I must be going," she added hastily,
and turnd to leave, but the other stopt her.
"No, you mustn't go until you hav told me what is on
your mind tonight. It wil do you good to confide in some
one and I am deeply interested."
The yunger woman stopt and lookt at the woman in
black curiusly. "Why ar you so interested?" she askt.
"I am lonely and want to talk to some human being,"
was the anser.
As the young woman lookt at the pitiful, thin, disease-
rackt form her hart warmd toward the retched creature.
"Wei, then, if you like, I wil tel you something of my life."
The old woman's face brightend. "I am so glad," she
murmurd.
"My childhood days wer very happy," the yunger woman
began, "but I married against my mother's wil. My
father died several years before, and she would not forgiv
me. At first I imagind myself happy; but it wasn't long
before my husband proved untru and left me. Then I
began to long for home and mother once more. I went
back home to beg her forgivness but she had gon, no one
knew where. A little later my little girl died. Then I
broke down; I could stand no more. For weeks I lay in a
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fever, unconscius, raving for my child and my mother.
When strength finally returnd I set out to face this cold,
dark world, alone and penniless, and came here.
"I liv in a little cabin here in the mountains and take in
sewing to supply my scanty wants. The birds and flowers
ar my only associates."
The older woman remained silent, with her hed bent lo,
while the yunger woman spoke. As the echo of her last
words died away, she sloly raised her hed. The moon
gradually crept out from behind a cloud and fel ful on her
white face. The yunger woman lookt up. Their eyes
met. With a cry of recognition the mother was drawn
passionately into her dauter's arms. —Lottie Myers.
ALL FOR FUN
"Oh, Mary, let's play a joke on our dear little roomie,"
said Polly, one evening as the two wer riting letters.
"Yes, let's. She is always worrying us. But what wil
it be? anserd Mary, overjoyd at the idea of "getting even"
with her mischievus roommate.
"How about riting a letter to Dan and teling him she's
sick, or something of the kind?"
"Good!" exclaimed Mary. "We'l do that thing."
Home letters wer forgotten in the excitement of "fixing
up" one for Dan. This is what they rote:
Dear Mr. Bland
—
Julia had an awful fall yesterday and
struck her hed. She was taken immediately to the in-
firmary, and we ar not able to say how serius the accident
was.
"We expect her parents this evening.
"Knoing that you and Julia ar frends I thought it
best to let you kno about it. I saw her not quite half an
hour ago. She did not notis me at all but talkt on, some-
thing about a five-pound box of Martha Washington
candy. I believe the doctor would let her eat candy.
"Very truly yours,
A Friend of Julia's,"
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"There," said Polly, when they had finisht. "We havn't
told any stories. Julia did fall yesterday; her mother and
father ar coming to see her this evening; and I saw her
awhile ago talking to Sally, and Julia was wishing Dan
would send her a five-pound box of candy."
Several days later Julia rusht into her room with an
open letter in her hand and cried to Polly and Mary,
"Here, read that. I must go. The train leaves in fifteen
minutes."
She snatcht up her coat and hat and fairly "flu" to the
depot.
The astonisht Polly and Mary pickt up the letter, and
wer somewhat dismayd at the contents.
"My dear Miss Adams—Dan fainted at the table today,
and has not been himself since. He calls continually for
you and once I heard him say something about committing
suicide. You had better come at once.
"Dan's Frend."
"Wei, for mercy's sake, Polly, do you reckon our letter
had anything to do with this? I do wish we hadn't ritten
it," said Mary.
"If he is no stronger than to let a little thing like that
get the best of him, he ought to faint."
"Hush, Polly. Don't talk like that. Just suppose he
does kil himself. We would be to blame."
"Tut—tut, what has a scool boy to kil himself with?"
askt Polly.
"Why, he could jump out of the windo, or—r smash
his hed in the transom, or—
"
"Don't worry, child, he'l get all right when he sees Julia."
Julia reacht Dan's college town and was hurrying toward
the college, with hed bowd in deep thought. Suddenly
she lookt up and right before her stood Dan.
"I thought—" exclaimd both in one breath.
"What does that mean?" askt Dan, shoing her the letter
from "a frend of Julia's."
"Just what the one I got from 'Dan's frend' means,"
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anserd Julia, when she had red it. "Someone has playd
a trick on both of us."
Then she told him about the letter she had gotten.
"Dick rote it, I kno. He's been 'guying' me for a week
about talking in my sleep. But, Julia, I surely am glad
to see you. By the way, I sent that box of 'Martha Wash-
ington' this morning."
Julia smiled. She knew who was enjoying that candy.
A CHASE
I was taking a walk thru the woods on a lovely spring
day, picking daisies and violets, and enjoying the fresh-
ness of the day. Suddenly there arose a dense cloud of
smoke before me, and out of the midst of the smoke stept
the most peculiar object I ever saw. It was about the
size of a man, and walkt upright like a man, but was coverd
with thick wool like a sheep, and had feet like a cow. His
hands resembled those of a man, and his hed was like that
of a man with the exception of the presence of horns. I
knew at a glance that it was a gost. The gost lookt at
me, and I lookt at him. He said in a very weird and hollo
voice, "Little maid, where art thou going?"
I did not lose any time ansering him. I turnd and ran
as fast as my feet would carry me, but greatly to my sur-
prize and horror the gost pursued me. Every time I
lookt back he was close at my heels, and 1 would run faster
than ever. I tried to scream, but I ccuM not. My tung
seemd to be bridled, for I could not utter a sound.
We ran and ran, and presently my hart leapt for joy.
I saw we wer coming to a stream, and I had always heard
that gosts couldn't cros streams. I was overjoyd when
I had jumpt acros the stream, and had turnd to see how
the gost was taking it, to find that he was not in sight.
At last! I could rest in peace.
I had forgotten that the source of the stream was only
about twenty-five yards up the branch, and I did not
imagine that the gost was keen enuf to go around the source.
But before I had time to breathe good, I saw him gal-
loping down the same side of the stream on which I was.
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He was so happy over his cunning trick that he was doing
all sorts of "stunts" in his gallop. He thru off one of his
arms and it went back and placed itself again; he thru
off his other arm and it did likewise. He kickt off his
hoofs and they went back to the right place. His hed
bounst off, but that also went back. He puld off some
of his wool, but that simultaneusly went back and stuck.
I was so deeply engrosst in his tricks that for a minute
I forgot to run. He came up near me and said very po-
litely, "Little mis, you beat in the race, but I got here just
the same."
I started off again, and yeld back over my shoulder
"Yes, Mr. Gost, and I am going to win this race too."
Which won the race I am not able to say, but when I
awoke I was getting redy to run the race of my life.
—Jessie P. Dugger.
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JIMMY JONES, JR.
A poor little boy stood begging on the corner of one of
the chief streets in a great city. In spite of the crowds
which hurried by he was alone. The falling sno beat upon
his bare hed and child his thinly-clad body. He had on
barely enuf clothing to keep him from freezing His
worn-out shoes wer little or no protection to his stocking-
less feet; his coat and trousers wer ragged and thredbare.
He stood on an old board, first on one foot then on the
other, keeping one hand in his pocket, while he used the
other as a signal to attract the attention of the hurrying
crowd. A few kind-harted men and women had listend
to his pitiful cry for pennies and had given him a few; but
stil he lackt two of having enuf to buy himself some supper.
Soon he caut sight of a tall, wel-drest man and his
hopes wer raised. "Surely," he thot, "this man wil
giv me a penny." Shaking the sno from his shoulders, he
stept forward as the man past him and said in a pathetic
tone, "Mister, won't you please, sir, giv me a penny?"
But his request was unnotist. The man past on.
Getting tired of standing in one place, the little fello
began to trudge about in the sno. As he walkt back and
forth he wonderd what the cold night would bring forth
to him. Would he ever get two more pennies? He was
hungry and cold. Where would he sleep tonight? Sud-
denly he felt a tap on his shoulder, and turning, he saw a
motherly old lady with a basket in her hand. She glanst
down at his feet, and then, looking into his piercing black
eyes, askt, "Ar you waiting for any one?"
"No'm, I'm just waitin' for somebody to giv me two more
pennies, and then I am gonna buy me some supper. I
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hav eight," he anserd, twisting his fingers and rubbing
his cold ears.
"Havn't you any home, mother, or father, child?"
"No'm, I havn't got any home here. But if you'l jus'
giv me them pennies— I want something to eat."
"How long hav you been standing here?"
"Since the whistle blu."
"Come with me, son, and I'l giv you a hot supper and a
warm bed to sleep in."
"If you'l promis not to treat me mean like that other
woman did."
The old lady, shivering with cold, and pulling her gray
shawl closer around her neck, said, "You must not stand
here any longer. After we get home you may tel me about
the other lady."
He soon found himself in a big arm chair before an open
fire, in a small, comfortably furnisht room, the kind lady
sitting on one side of him and an old man on the other.
"Now, tel us all about that woman who treated you
cruelly," said the old lady, pulling her cane-bottom chair
closer to the roaring fire.
"My mama is living, but papa was kild, and mamma
works in a cotton mil. So one day I was playing marbles
with Jack Taylor in front of rich Mr. Tom Lawson's house,
and an automobile stopt in front of this house too. A
woman drest in a pretty dres got out an' I thought she
was coming to see Mrs. Lawson, but she cald me to her and
askt me if I wanted to go riding with her. She said if I'd
go she'd giv me some candy, and all the pretty marbles
I wanted ; so I went. But she didn't even ask Jack. When
I got in this big automobile she told the man to drive fast
as lightning, and he did. After we'd been riding a long time
and she didn't giv me any marbles and candy, I askt her
for them, but she told me not to open my mouth and not
even to look out the little glas windoes in the doors. But
I peept anyway when she wasn't looking. We kept on
riding and riding til we got to an ugly old brown house.
Then we got out and she ran up the steps, dragging me after
her. She carried me 'way up stairs to a little room just
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high enuf for me to stand up in. She kept me there more'n
a week. One day she came up to the room stamping her
feet and askt me my father's name. I told her my father
was kild, and then she said, 'What is your name, then?'
I said, 'Jimmy Jones, Jr.,' and hollerd it too. Then she
took me by my arm and pusht me down the steps out in
the street.
I was glad to get out of that house and away from
that woman, but I hav had a hard time. I couldn't
find my way home. I begd, and slept in alleys, and in
people's chicken houses until you let me come here."
The old lady sighd and lookt at her husband, as if she
wer waiting for him to say something.
"I can see thri^ it all," exclaimd the old man. "Don't
you remember reading about the poor little Jimmy Jones
that was kidnapt, Rosa?" he askt, addressing his wife.
"Yes, yes, and the paper said his- mother was a poor
wido working in a factory. This is the same child that
was describd in the paper, even his eyes and hair."
"Yes, sir-ree, he was mistaken for a rich man's son, and
after the old thief found out he was a poor wido's child,
she turnd him out in the cold. Tomorro I wil take this
child to his mother myself," said the kind-harted old man.
—Ruth Sandidge.
"TOLD BY A ROSE"
"Alone" in the "Garden of Roses" sat "Juanita." She
sighed,"! Am so Lonesome, I Don't Care When I Die." My
thots ar in 'The Heart of the Red, Red, Rose.' If the
rose could tel its story, it would relate 'The Curse
of an Aching Heart.' "
As she sat "Dreaming," her thots traveld back to
the "Days of Long Ago," roaming from the "Dear Little
Faded Rose" to his farewel words, " 'You Have Broken
a Heart that Loved You.' 'Good-bye!' "
Again in her "Garden of Dreams" she could hear his
words of "True Love." As the "Nightingale" sang from
the "Clover Blossoms" his thrilling "Spring Song," her
lovely "Blue Eyes" fild with "Tears." " 'Tell me, Sweet
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Rose,' " she cried, "why I turned from 'Robin Adair 'to one
who has gon and left me 'All Alone?' "
"Down by the Old Mill Stream" "Someone Else is
Lonesome too." He, "Robin Adair," thought of her, the
"Girl in the Island of Roses and Love"—"The Girl That Is
Dearer Than All the World." He whistled a few notes of
"That Old Girl of Mine," then sighd, " 'Dearie,' 'I wonder
if You Miss Me as I Miss You.' "
The "Mocking Bird" shoed its sympathy by singing
its "Melody of Love."
He left the old mil stream and saunterd on, "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon," to his little cabin home on
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine." As he neard his door
he seemd to hear her sweet voice, ringing "From the Shadow
of the Pines," say, " 'Meet me when the Roses Bloom
Again.' "
He obeyd the voice, and after being "Absent" so long,
he again found her "In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree."
"Tears" and "Kisses" wer exchanged. " 'I Will Forgive
You,' " he cried. " 'Come Back to Me, Sweetheart.' "
She anserd, " 'I Will Love You Till the Sands of the
Desert Grow Cold.' "
"
'Mine,' " he whisperd.
They found peace in a "Home, Sweet Home" in the
"Harbor of Love" on "Isle De L'Amour."
—Rozelia Watkins.
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As we begin this new year, we extend our very best wishes
for the success and progress of our exchanges. We hope
that you hav made a resolution to keep up the standard
of your magazines, and to try to improve them in every
way. It has been customary for us to criticize one specific
fase of the magazines each month—editorials or poetry
for instance—but for a change we hav decided to criticize
the magazine as a whole this month.
The North Carolina State Normal Magazine contains
some excellent stories, and other good material. The
story entitled, "Santa Maria," parafrases freely the story
of the birth of Christ, and it is done in a very original and
interesting way. The words ar wel chosen, "Yuletide
in Old England" givs us a vivid picture of Christmas in
England, and the riter seems to be wholly in the atmos-
fere of the season. The poem cald "The Season" embodies
splendid sentiments, and many of the lines ar good, but
others need polishing; the meter seems to change in several
places. The editorial, "America's Christmas Gift to Europe,"
is interesting, and we feel like congratulating the people
of America, the churches, the government, and especially
the Confederate veterans on the willing response to the
worthy cause in Europe.
We suggest that you ad exchange, scool notes, and
athletic departments to your magazine. They would ad
much to its attractivness, and they would tend to increase
scool spirit.
We consider the Chatamite one of our best exchanges.
It is neat and complete. The cover sheet is particularly
attractiv, and the frontispiece shoes the scool to be
a splendid bilding. The story concerning the "Origin
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of Music" is very instructiv. We like the introductory
paragraf. In it is raised a question, then the remainder of
the theme is taken up with the gradual revelation of the
anser. The poem, "Hark," shoes the author to be really
inspired by the muse, and talent is evident. We commend
you on the number of long stories you hav, but we think
a few shorter stories or sketches would ad to the variety
of the magazine. The department, "News of Old Girls,"
forms an attractiv part of your number, and reveals the
loyalty of your graduates to their Alma Mater. If you
had your exchanges a little longer it would improve them,
for now they leave the impression of being "choppy."
We ar very much interested in the Portsmouth High
School Magazine. It shoes careful work on the part of the
staf, and co-operation on the part of the pupils by con-
tributing material. The article entitled "The Straight
and Narrow Path" is very good. It is wel ritten and in-
teresting. It is much to your credit that you hav serius
articles rather than frivolus, sentimental stories. It
would be better if you had longer stories and not so many
short ones. If you ar going to hav jokes, we suggest that
you hav a separate department for them and not place them
at the end of the stories. The front cover is very attractiv,
but the advertisement on the back rather detracts from the
outward appearance of the magazine.
We clip the folloing from the Hampden-Sidney Maga-
zine. The italics ar ours:
"Amid the other and lesser afiflictions of the world-wide
war, business depression and income tax, we seem doomed
to a season of domestic turmoil and readjustment—and
that, too, from a hitherto cherished quarter. We smiled
indulgently when the first number of The Focus, issuing in
a new era of simplified spelling, reached our desk, and
spent much precious time in deciphering the peculiar
hieroglyphics which represented our native tongue—for
the plodding masculine mind was slow to grasp man>' of
the combinations which femitiine intuition decreed. But
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with the December number we awoke to the fact that this is
a Hve issue, and forthwith we began to investigate, became
interested, then were dismayed at its surprising intricacies
and possibilities. For when we were well convinced that
"wun" meant the numeral "one" (common language),
"o-n-e" would present itself—which, interpreted accord-
ing to the simplified code, would, we inferred, mean "oh
knee," or possibly, to be less abrupt, "oh my, your, his,
or our knee." But this seemed almost beyond the ridicu-
lous when taken with the rest of the sentence, for we were
naively assured that "oh (my) knee hurt his finger."
Verily, quoth the poet, variety is the spice of life—and
really this is a new variety of knee. In so weighty a matter,
however, as that of changing our "mother-pen" (if we may
be allowed the expression), less of spice and a deal more of
consistency should be prerequisites. Influenced by a
pardonable sentiment, we are inclined to frown upon so
ruthless a destruction of a heritage bequeathed to us by the
ages past—-we can not but regret that some day, when the
era of simplified spelling has enlightened the world by all
its splendor, we shall miss the pleasant satisfaction to be
found in the derivation of our native tongue from the Greek
and Latin. We experience some relief, however, in the
thought that the nation's future mothers are not only
becoming proficient in domestic science but are looking
forward to the emancipation of their progenitors from child-
hood's greatest terror—the blue-backed spelling book.
So thorougly engrossing was the inspection of the vehicle
that the literary excellence which it was meant to convey
was quite eclipsed. We shall, however, preserve this and
the ensuing numbers of The Focus for further perusal on
chilly evenings next summer."
We beg leave to differ with our nearest critic in regard
to the "new question at issue." We ar sorry he looks upon
the change in such a pessimistic way, and that it required
so much of his "precious time in deciphering the peculiar
hieroglyphics which represent our native tongue." No
doubt it is difBcult for "the plodding masculine mind"
to grasp subtle, "feminine intuitions" and caprices, but he
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does us too great honor in attributing to us the origin of
simpler spelling. The movement was organized by a
Board composed entirely of men.
We fear that the H.-S. C. Magazirie does not, to any
startling extent, come into contact with the modern world,
for we wer surprised to discover that it was not until the
December number of The Focus reacht the editors that
they "awoke" to the fact that simplified spelling is a live
issue. It has been live for many, many years. In behalf
of the Simplified Spelling Board, we ar sending the editors
some literature on the subject. Perhaps after careful
reading of the pamflets they wil be stil more imprest with
the surprising "intricacies and possibilities of it." The
pamflet entitled, "The Spelling of the Poets," by Prof.
Brander Matthews, of Columbia University, shows that
many of the poets advocated the reform. "Tennyson was
an Honorary Vice-President of the English Spelling Re-
form Association, and Landor was outspoken in his desire
to make English spelling more exact as an instrument for
literature. What the poet wishes is to transmit his thought
and his emotion with as little friction as possible." The
present Poet Laureate of England is also an advocate.
We do not grasp the point about the "wun," "one,"
and "knee." No dout it is clever, but we fail to get the
meaning. We agree that as long as we hav adopted this
system of simpler spelling, we should be consistent in using
it, but we explaind in a previus number how difficult it
is to master the new spelling all at once. We hope that
we may improve with practis.
We would respectfully refer the editor to a history of
English spelling for the correction of his delusion in regard
to "the heritage bequeathed to us by past ages" and to
a common scool dictionary for the correct meaning of the
word "progenitors." We ar not worried about our
ancestors.
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GREETINGS FROM THE NEW STAF
With this issue The Focus begins its new year under the
guidance of a new staf . To most of us the work is entirely
new, but our interest in the welfare of The Focus is wel-
grounded and we enter upon our duties with a sense of
the responsibilities resting upon us and with the willing-
ness and determination to do our best to make this a success-
ful year.
For us to do this—for us to make The Focus what it
should be—we must hav the co-operation of our fello
students. As has been said quite often, it is not the staf,
but the contributors, who make the magazine. The staf
can do absolutely nothing if there is nothing to work with.
It cannot print good stories, essays, and poems, if none
ar ritten. But, if every girl wil do her part, and if those
girls, who can rite, wil rite, the staf feels that it can safely
guarantee a good magazine for the coming year.
FOCUS PRIZES
Perhaps it is wel in this first issue of the year to call
attention to The Focus prizes, At the end of every January
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The Focus awards the folloing prizes for the best articles
printed in the past i^oc«5 year: First prize, a silver cup;
second and third prizes, Focus banners; fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh prize, Focus pennants.
The girl winning the cup has her name engraved upon it
and keeps it a year. If one girl wins it three years in suc-
cession it remains hers.
Every girl in scool is eligible for these prizes. The only
requirements ar that she rites. She should not stop
with one article, or two, but continue to rite all the year.
The judges take into consideration the number of articles
a girl rites along with the quality of them.
WHY THE LITERARY SOCIETIES SHOULD HAV
OPEN MEMBERSHIP
We again state as in last month's editorial that the
membership of our literary societies should be open to
any student who wishes to apply.
When the societies wer organized on the present basis
perhaps it was more practical than now, because then there
wer not so many students enrold in the scool. But now,
out of the six hundred students in scool, only two hundred
can be members of a literary society. It is plain that to
hav this special literary study reach the entire scool, or
even the best girls in scool, the membership wil hav to be
greatly enlarged—if not open.
Now the literary society is, more or les, merely nomi-
nally literary. As we look back on this past term's work,
we can see that most of our work has been purely social,
such as entertainments, bacon-bats, and varius other ways
of "rushing" the new girls.
In reality the literary society is clannish—it is more of a
club than a literary society. We ar always working for
the upbilding of our own particular society, regardless
of the material which may be more desirable in other
literary societies. It is the opinion of some that this con-
tinual strife, or wish to outdo the others, is what has made
the literary societies accomplish what they hav. How
can any organization prosper to its greatest extent which
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encourages the growth of such qualities in the caracter
of its members, as jelusy, false pride, conceit and malis?
Surely these ar traits not desirable in any caracter.
The new method would do away with the "rushing" and
the grand sho and the society would appeal to the stu-
dent for what it is—as a literary society. She would hav a
chance to see the work of all the societies, and to judge in
which of the four she would like to work, which does the
best literary work, and which would mean most to her
future development. As it is now, she would probably
not hav a chance to become a member of any literary
society. This method of open membership would raise
the societies to a higher standard. It would giv each girl
an opportunity to make of her society what she can, and
each girl would hav to giv her best to make her society one
to be desired by the best of the new girls. So this plan
wil call forth the best, not only of the offisers, but of every
member, to work as they hav never workt before for their
society. This wil encourage a better and truer spirit,
far superior to that existing now. It wil broaden the
minds of its members, instead of narroing them, and wil
giv all the students of the State Normal Scool a chance, a
fair and noble chance, to connect themselvs with, and to
work for a worthy literary society.
CONCERNING LITERARY SOCIETY PRIZES
It is a great problem to kno just how to make literary
societies fulfil their highest purpose and be literary societies
in the biggest sense of the word—not only to make a study
of literature, but to encourage the riting of stories, poems,
and essays by the members of the societies. Only by
doing this can they accomplish the greatest good.
In a scool or college which publishes any sort of a scool
magazine there ought not to be the need of any stimulus.
It would seem that scool spirit and a pride in keeping up
the magazine would inspire a desire to rite. Nevertheless,
it isn't a bad plan to offer, occasionally, some greater re-
ward than the honor of having some work accepted for
publication. More material rewards can often stimulate
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greater effort. It is perfectly natural, and essentially
human that it is thus. If our work is appreciated we like
to kno it and like to see some evidences of the appreciation.
Acting upon this knoledge of human nature, the literary
societies hav decided to award prizes for the best short
story, the best poem, and the best essa}' ritten by any stu-
dent in the scool and submitted to The Focus, a five-dollar
gold piece being the prize for each.
In riting, as in everything else worth while, the riter must
put forth the very best in him, and the very best in a person
comes from experience. Therefore if we ar to choose be-
tween the plot of a wildly-exciting love story, or that of a
simple, natural child story, for intance, let us choose that
one in which we can use our own experience; besides, child
stories ar as yet comparatively unusual. Thru their very
naturalness they become m.ore interesting and appealing.
In choosing the subject for our stories, poems, or essays,
therefore, we should try to find one that wil call forth the
best in us, and that wil appeal to the best in those who ar
going to read them. This is a splendid opportunity to see
what we can do, and after we kno that, the chances ar that
we wil do.
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INTERNATONAL RELATIONS
Dr. Charles H. Levermore, Director of the World Peace
Foundation, of Boston, spoke to a large and appreciativ
audience at the State Normal Scool Friday night, Feb. 5,
on "The War and Afterwards." Assuming that nations
should be governd by the same ethical laws that we expect
individuals to be governd by. Dr. Levermore shoed how
such a war as is now going on is just as bad as premeditated
murder by an individual. This war, he shoed, is only an
incident or a climax to a long European war which has
really been going on between certain nations and groups
of nations in Europe for forty years. Many causes,
which he enumerated in an illuminating way, hav kept
the nations at work bilding forts, completing armaments,
inventing all sorts of implements of war, and training sol-
diers. From time to time the coals of hatred flared up
into flame to be quencht with blood. But not until all
wer redy for this final great conflict did all the principal
parties to the struggle join the actual fighting. The great
cause all along. Dr. Levermore asserted, has been the fail-
ure of the different nations to understand each other. The
end toward which the World Peace Foundation is direct-
ing its efforts is the education of public opinion to a right
view of international relations. This view when once
clearly graspt by all the nations wil make war impossible.
To this end Dr. Levermore announst five stipulations
which the American people should be prepared to ask the
warring nations to consider when the end of the present
war comes. They ar as folloes:
\. That there shal be no alienation of territory with-
out consent of the people who inhabit that territory.
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2. That plans should be considerd, looking toward the
establishment of a great European confederacy of nations
similar to the United States, or at least that the nations
should agree to the establishment of an international court
of inquiry which would investigate the causes and report
to each of the nations involved in any controversy, each
nation agreeing to wait a year while this investigation
was being made.
3. That the nations should consider plans for the re-
strictions of armaments to only such as ar necessary for
international police duties.
4. That the government, and not private enterprizes,
should control the manufacture of munitions of war.
5. That we should assert and maintain the necessity
of democratic control of diplomacy so that the people at
large and not a handful of men should decide whether a
nation should resort to war.
Dr. Levermore held a conference with teachers and stu-
dents of the Normal Scool on Saturday morning when
plans and methods for the study of international relations
wer discust. He commended both the Normal Scool and
Training Scool on the work done along this line in the clases
in civics, history, English, and current events and in the
debating societies.
On Monday, January 25, we had the privilege of hearing
Mr. Jackson Davis, of the State Department of Education,
lecture on "Negro Education in the South." Mr. Davis
aimd to sho us what has been done for negro education
and what it is possible to do. Mr. Davis has first hand knol-
edge of his subject so is in a position to kno actual conditions
His talk was made more vivid by lantern slides of pictures
he had taken himself.
Mr. Davis came under the auspises of the mission study
clas which is studying "The Negro Problem of the South."
This clas hopes to hav the "Singers" from Hampton In-
stitute to come here in March.
On Friday, January 22, the third number in the series
of "Star Course" entertainments was presented in the audi-
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torium by the Beulah Buck Quartet Company. The
performance was appreciated and enjoyed by the entire
audience. The readings of Mrs. Buck wer especially
entertaining.
Dr. Winfield Scott Hall, medical teacher, riter and
lecturer, gave two very interesting and instructiv lectures
in the auditorium Tuesday, January 26. The first, "A
Physician's Message to his Daughter," was deliverd to
the student body at seven o'clock. At eight-thirty he
lectured to the general public on "Social Ethics." Both
lectures wer enthusiastically attended. Dr. Hall is a man
of national reputation, and we wer indeed fortunate in
having an opportunity to hear him.
The Dramatic Club presented "Quality Street" in the
auditorium Friday, January 29, for the benefit of the
senior clas. Altho this is the second time the play has
been given this year there was a very large audience.
All present enjoyd it thoroly. The Dramatic Club is
to be greatly congratulated.
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Dr. Millidge—How may we kno when we hav reacht
either the north or the south pole?
M-ry Sw-n (waving hand frantically)—Oh, I kno! The
north pole is the coldest place in the world and the south
pole is the hottest.
Miss L-l-f-rr—What would be the best way to letter a
figure in a geometry proposition?
M-r-g-r-t C-v-rst-n—Why, you should always use letters
with which the children ar familiar.
Heard in Junior Geografy Clas:
"France is bounded on the west by the Bay of Biscuit."
"The height of air may be mesured by examining it
through a microscope."
Mother (teaching son arithmetic)—See, here I hav five
fingers, with a piece of paper on each. We wil call each
piece of paper a little bird. Now, suppose one of these
little birds flies away-
—
Son—Good gracius, mamma! Just wait til I can get
my gun and shoot him!
Dr. Millidge—Miss Nichols, Dr. Jarman has requested
that you do not come to the lecture tonight.
Miss Nichols—Why not?
Dr. Millidge—Because there is to be a silver offering,
and no nickels ar wanted,
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Mary Codd President
Virginia Thomas Senior Vice-President
Marie Noel Junior Vice-President
Marjorie Matthews Junior Vice-President
Conway Howard Secretary
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Edith Abbit President
Louise Miller Vice-President
Lucy Allen Secretary
Elfie Meredith Tresurer
NORMAL LEAGE
Miss Martha W. CouUing President
Dr. Winston Vice-President
Alma Craddock Secretary
Esther Covington Tresurer
SENIOR CLAS
Evelyn Noel President
Edith Abbitt Vice-President
Gertrude Turnbull Secretary
Lillie Hughes Tresurer
Elizabeth Ewald Reporter
JUNIOR CLAS
Mae Cox President
Nancy Lewis Vice-President
Virginia Watkins Secretary
Charlotte Dadmun Tresurer
Elizabeth Jarman Reporter
FOURTH YEAR CLAS
Ruth Blanton President
Esther Covington Vice-President
Alma Craddock Secretary
Clyde Robinson Tresurer
Fannie Meade Brook Reporter
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THIRD YEAR CLAS
Rille Harris President
Josephine Cleaves Vice-President
Elizabeth Lewis Secretary
Florence Hunt Tresurer
Mary Lancaster Reporter
SECOND YEAR CLAS
Agnes Miles President
Catherine Shield Vice-President
Mary Catlett Secretary and Tresurer
ATHENIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Marion Johnson President
Marnetta Souder Vice-President
Alice Smith Recording Secretary
Margaret Wonycott Corresponding Secretary
Jessie Miller Tresurer
Helena Niciiols Critic
Lillie Hughes Censor
Eva Brooks Reporter
PIERIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Mary Rumbough President
Margaret Coverston 1st Vice-President
Ruby Brooks 2nd Vice-President
Frances Davis Recording Secretary
Martha Lee Corresponding Secretary
Martha Christian Tresurer
Marjorie Matthews Critic
Annie Blankenship Censor
Lucy Powell Reporter
ARGUS LITERARY SOCIETY
Sallie Perkins President
Sallie Johnson 1st Vice-President
Ruth Robinson 2nd Vice-President
Lucile Holton Recording Secretary
Martha King Bugg Corresponding Secreatry
Julia Campbell Tresurer
Fannie Meade Brook Critic
Josephine Cleaves Censor
Virginia Orr Reporter
CUNNINGHAM LITERARY SOCIETY
Gay Pugh President
Catherine Hill Vice-President
THE FOCUS SS
Ruth Blanton Recording Secretary
Elfie Meredith Corresponding Secretary
Mildred Booker Tresurer
Mary Belle Frantz Critic
Conway Howard Censor
Emma White Reporter
RUFFNER DEBATING SOCIETY
Mary Bennett President
Temple Snelling 1st Vice-President
Mabel Spratley 2nd Vice-President
Louise Hendricks Recording Secretary
Ellen Goodwin Corresponding Secretary
Lena Cohen Tresurer
Julia Campbell Critic
Jessie Dugger Reporter
JEFFERSON DEBATING SOCIETY
Ella Lester President
Elizabeth Hancock Vice-President
Lenna Painter Recording Secretary
Alice Rakes Corresponding Secretary
Lillian Mickle Tresurer
Dreama Chambers Censor
Beulah Sedgwick Reporter
GLEE CLUB
Alma Craddock President
Marcella Barnes Vice-President
Naomi Duncan Secretary
Nancy Lewis Tresurer
Tillie Jacobson Librarian
Annie Loving Reporter
LE CIRCLE FRANCAIS
Dixie McCabe Presidente
Louise Bondurant Vice-Presidente
Annie Fulton Secretaire
Ella Lester Tresoiere
Ellen Goodwin Reporter
DEUTSCHER SPRACHVEREIN
Temple Snelling Presidentin
Catherine Hill Vice-Presidentin
Ellen Vaughn Schriftfuherin
Elizabeth Armstrong Schatzmeisterin
Margaret Coverston Besichtstatterin
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Marie Noell President
Virginia Thomas Tennis Vice-President
Emma Jesser Basketball Vice-President
Mary Swain Secretary and Tresurer
COTILLION CLUB
Evelyn Noel President
Mildred Moore Vice-President
Elizabeth Clements Secretary and Tresurer
Mildred Moore Leader
Elizabeth Clements Leader
ADVERTISEMENTS
AfftltatfJi tuitlj tl|? i'tatf Normal ^rljflfll
at iFarmuiUF, Btrgtuia
Girls holding our Diplomas and Certificates
are successful teachers all over the State.
No student teachers employed to give regular
lessons. 1[PupiLS May Enter at Any Time.
For further information apply to
ELSA SCHEMMEL SCHMIDT, Director
IF SEEKING ADVICE
-ON-
The Latest and Most Up-to-Date
MILLINERY IDEAS
—CALL ON—
Miss Clara Wesler
io6 1-2 Third Street
A FULL LINE OF THE MOST STYLISH
HATS ALWAYS ON EXHIBITION
A DVERTISEMENTS
THE
Planters Bank of Farmville
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
City and County Depository
Nearly a half century of experience enables this Bank to offer a ser-
vice and security that is unexcelled
WALTER SCOTT, Cashier
BARROW COAL CO.
Dealers in Raven Red Ash, Splint
Pocahontas and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite All Sizes.
FARMVILLE - - - VIRGINIA
Dyeing, Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Special
Laundry
MRS. LULA B. COLES
502 Main Street .'. Farmville, Virginia
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL
A D VERTISEMENTS
Patronize Your Advertisers
BUY OFUS
OLIVES »
PICKLES
CANNED GOODS
CAKES AND CRACKERS
FRUITS
Hot Peanuts all the time
All kinds of Shelled Nuts
Chas. Bugg 8z: Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
Baldwin's Department Store
WE have the largest store and the biggeststocks. Everything that is UP-TO-
DATE in Notions, Dry Goods, Shoes,
MilHnery, and Ready-to-Wear Goods. Our
prices are lower, and QuaUty Best. Warner's
Rust-Proof Corsets, Buster Brown Hosiery,
Newest and Best in Ladies' Suits, Skirts and
Rain Coats. We make a specialty of Ready-
to-Wear Goods.
R. A. BALDWIN St SONS, Inc.
QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE STORE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Refunded
We invite you to inspect our stocks.
ADVERTISE ME NTS
When Robin Hood Wanted a Pen
For one of his rich prisoners to sign a cheque, he
singled out a wild goose from a flock going overhead,
and with a skillfully shot arrow laid the bird at his
feet. But you can't do this, and the safest plan is to
invest in one of our FOUNTAIN FENS and be ready
for all emergencies. We are agents for "WATER-
MAN'S Ideal" and "RemeX"—prices from$l to $10
Anybody will tell you that our line of Stationery
Toilet Articles, Bristle Goods, Perfumes, Talcums
Manicure Sets is far and away ahead of any of our
competitors. :: :: :: :: :: ::
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
White Drug Company
THE LEADERS FOR FIFTY YEARS
MRS. L . L. KEISTER
DEALER IN
Dry Goo(ds, Noti ons, Fancy Goods
AND LADIES' GOODS GENERALLY
Farmville - - Virginia
A D VERTISEMENTS
Where All the Normal Girls Go
THEY NEVER PASS US BY
Give us your order for your BRIDAL BOUQUET.
We can furnish you with all kinds of Flowers and
Ferns at reasonable prices. Don't miss us.
Farmvilfe Pharmacy, Inc.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
^ A full line of Perfumes, Toilet Articles and everything
necessary for the requirements of the most fastidious in this
line. ^ Hot and Cold Drinks served at our fountain.
^ Registered Druggist always in charge of Prescription
Department.
W. J. Hillsman & Co.
Dry Goods, Notions and Dealers in Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Garments
Ladies' Fine Shoes a Specialty
r "REGAL," "The Shoe that Proves"
Agencies^ "THE AMERICAN LADY," and
(UNION SHOE COMPANY
The teachers and scholars of the school are invited to
inspect our lines.
W. J. Hillsman & Co,
A DVE RTISEMENTS
School and Auditorium
Furniture and Supplies
Portable and Opera Chairs
School Desks, Blackboards
Old Dominion Patent Heating
and Ventilating Systems
Bookcases, Ladies' Desks and Chairs
Maps, Globes, Charts
Water Coolers, Window Shades, Etc., Etc.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
mla School Supply Co.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
BUSY?
Of course we are busy. The
new autumn and winter
'^Queen Quality" styles have
just come in. They're attract-
ing the wom.en of Farmville
and vicinity to our store in
shoals. Better drop in early
today, if possible, to get your
new fall styles while our as-
sortment of these smart de-
signs is at its best.
RICHARDSON
& CRALLE
^/yo£
A D VERTISEMENTS
AreYou Hungry, Girls?
If so, it is your own fault, because D. W. Gilliam's store
is just across the street, supplied with
All Kinds of Good Things
D. W. GILLIAM
VIRGINIA CAFE
BEST
Place in Town for Ladies
Kind of Drinks at Our Fountain
Things to Eat They is
Attention to Normal School Girls
V^. T. DOYNE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
AND FURNITURE DEALER
Full line of FURNITURE, PICTURES
GRAPHOPHONE RECORDS, &c.
TRY ME BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE
BOOKS
ORDERS FROM BOARDS OF EDU-
CATION, Superintendents, and Principals
solicited. Our facilities for promptly and com-
pletely filling orders for books of all kinds is unexcelled. Our
location in the publishing center of the country enables us to
render better service than any other wholesale dealer. Send for
a "SCHOOL BOOK CATALOGUE" AND "LIBRARY
CATALOGUE."
Quotations and Bids on Contracts Furnished Promptly
THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO. T^\'%^t^.:'^^^^^y''^rl
ADVERTISEMENTS
THE VICTI
Brings to your home all of
i
the world's best in vocal and
instrumental music, by the world's greatest artists. Noth-
ing can give you so much real pleasure for so small an ex-
pense. Very interesting and instructive. Catalogs free.
Please write for same. Victrolas,$10 to $200. Special terms.
J. B. OGDEN
210 Eighth Street -:- LYNCHBURG, VA.
L. C. M A R TT I N
Commercial Rrinter
Perforating Staple Binding
High-Grade Work Lowest Prices
PROMPT SERVICE
Phone i6o -:- -:- -:- Farmville, Va.
GO TO
Garland & Mcintosh
For Toilet Articles
Kodaks, Films and Supplies
Monogram Literary Paper
The Best $i Fountain Pen Made
Visiting Cards Engraved
You will fina WHAT YOU WANT HERE
A DVERTISEMENTS
R.W.GARNETT&CO.
CLOTHING
MILLINERY
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
Carry your shoes to the
—
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
where they use the BEST Leather and work-
manship. —
We can fix them while you wait
The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital - - . $50,000.00
^Ve respectfully solicit accounts from the
Faculty and Students of the State Normal
School ,^ ^ ^ Ji Jk jH
G. M. ROBESON, President J. L. BUGG, Cashier
SJ. T. 30NX)URANT, Vice-President J. W. HUBBARD, Asst, Cashier
A D VE RTISEMENTS
C. E. CHAPPELL COMPANY
DEALERS IN
Confectioneries
Fruits
Blank Books
Stationery
AGENCY FOR
HUYLER'S CANDY
AND SHEPHERD'S CREAM
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
OOOKS of all kinds. For the Class Room, the Home
Circle, the Farm, the Pupil, the Teacher. Books
on Methods of Education a Specialty :: ::
The MacMillan Company
PUBLISHERS - NEW YORK
Representative, "W. S. GOOCH, University, Virginia
A. H. PETTING
MANUFACTURER OP
GREEK LETTER
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
313 N. Liberty St. Baltimore, Md,
Factory 212 Little Sharp Street
A D VERTISEMENTS
State Female Normal School
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
SPLENDIDLY EQUIPPED FOR THE
TRAINING OF TEACHERS
A Training School consisting of a Kindergarten and
Eight Grades.
Every Graduate is an Experienced Teacher when she
receives her Diploma.
COURSES:
FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC COURSE
TWO-YEAR PROFESSIONAL COURSE
(Based on High School Graduation)
TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN COURSE
ELEMENTARY COURSE
The leading Universities, Colleges and Normal Schools
of the country are represented in the Faculty, and
each Instructor has had special training for the
work of his Department.
For information concerning State Scholarships and
details of the work offered, address
J. L. JARMAN, President
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
A D VERTISEMENTS
OOI SUDDlieS
Make WADE'S Your Headquarters
DEALER IN
CONFECTIONERIES, FEUITS, STATIONERY
CANNED GOODS, OLIVES, PICKLES ....
HOT AND COLD
FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Waiting to serve you
A. V. WADE
Paulett Crockery Co
The "Sta-Kleen" Store
We ship all bills over $3.00 to any place
in the State
A Specialty of Bridal Presents
Kodaks and Kodak Supplies
Special Attention to Kodak Finishing
WE DEVELOP YOUR FILMS FREE
MAIL US YOUR ORDERS
William Freeman, Bookseller and Stationer
304-306 Main Street NORFOLK, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
OUR GLASSES
Made from the finest materials, in our own
workshop, by skilled experts. They are the
Acme of Excellence, and are made to fit your face as well as
your eyes. Occulists' Prescriptions Filled Accurately.
KODAKS AND SUPPLIES
Q. L. HALL OPTICAL CO., INC.,
Also Lynchburg and Norfolk 211 E. Broad St., RICHMOND, VA
EYEGLASS AND
KODAK EXPERTS"

